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100 EFFECTIVE PRINCIPALS AWARD
DPSG INTERNATIONAL MAKES HEADLINES AGAIN AS PRINCIPAL, MS. MEERA MATHUR IS
HONOURED WITH 100 MOST EFFECTIVE PRINCIPALS AWARD 2019
Our beloved Principal, Ms. Meera Mathur has been honoured with the prestigious 100 Most Effective
Principals Award 2019 for her unwavering commitment and dedication to bring joy to the students
through her efforts.
For a person who has always gone the extra mile to bring recognition and glory to the school and the name
it represents, this is the latest addition to the ever-increasing list of awards and accolades that our
Principal has received during her long and illustrious career.

‘THE ROAD AHEAD’ WEBINAR
The Principal, Ms. Meera Mathur reached out to the parent community and interacted with them in a
webinar where she congratulated the children for having successfully completed the first term of the
session in spite of the innumerable challenges posed due to the lockdown.
Reminiscing on the months gone by, ma’am highlighted the smooth transition of learning to the virtual
mode and the gradual inclusion of class assemblies, yoga and fitness sessions, counselling sessions, subject
weeks and competitions, MUN, citizenship, visual and performing arts classes as well as weekly club
sessions.
She appreciated the teachers’ efforts for the efficient organization of magnificent events such as the CBSE
Toppers’ Felicitation, the Investiture Ceremony, and other extremely successful online Inter School
event—Fit-O-Mania and Spontania. The school also has another reason to be proud of its latest
achievement ‘Headstarts- An Online Preparatory School Certificate Programme’ that has begun from 1
October 2020.

While the students got ample opportunities to participate and win accolades in various online Intra School
and Inter School Competitions, the teachers were not far behind - the school now boasts of having 11
Microsoft Innovative Educator Experts, 7 Adobe Creative Ambassadors, 3 Microsoft Certified Educators,
2 Microsoft Office Specialists and 1 Microsoft Innovative Expert Fellow from the talented teacher
community.
The Principal acknowledged, appreciated and applauded the contribution made by each and every
member of the DPSGI family. She expressed her heartfelt thanks and sincere gratitude to the parents for
their unwavering faith and support in all the endeavours of the school.
It was a time to applaud the achievers, awards and achievements and look forward to the road ahead
which would certainly lead us to a better and brighter future.

HEADSTARTS FOR TODDLERS
The pandemic has confined little ones to their home. But we at DPSGI recognize that children need expert
coaching. So, in an effort to reach out to the community, we are proud to announce the successful beginning
of 'Headstarts for Toddlers', a unique Online Certificate Course for Lilliputians in the age group of 2+ to
3+. This initiative will help them to prepare for formal schooling and provide them a basic instruction in
English Communication, Self-Introduction, Etiquettes, Table manners along with age appropriate
scholastic training with emphasis on fine and gross motor skills.

DPSGI WORLD E-MUN 2020
The students of DPSG International achieved yet another milestone by successfully hosting the first
edition of DPSGI E-MUN 2020. The 2-day conference culminated with the Award Function on 1
November. In her Opening Address, the Principal Ms. Meera Mathur expressed her delight at the way the
students were shaping up and shared with pride how they had been instrumental in planning, organizing
and executing the event so meticulously. The ceremony was presided over by Mr. Om Pathak, the very

dynamic and enterprising Chairman, DPSG Society. Congratulating the students on the trust and belief
that they have in their abilities, Sir mentioned that such student led conferences conform to the New
Curriculum Design that is being followed in the DPSGS schools. Our esteemed Chief Guest Mr. R. P. Singh,
Joint Secretary (Skill Education, CBSE) applauded the efforts of the budding world leaders. He
appreciated their confidence and Public Speaking Skills as well as their choice of relevant and
contemporary agenda for the MUN. The Executive Board members announced the awards and presented
reports on the deliberations as well as Resolutions drafted during their respective committees.
The
Closing Address was delivered by Shreyash Dube, Secretary General, DPSGI World E MUN 2020. The
Headmistress Ms. Soma Singh extended the formal vote of thanks.

CAREER COUNSELLING

Providing a perfect road map to choose the career of a lifetime!
DPSG International conducted an online orientation and Career Counseling Session for the students of
classes IX to XII by one of the leading career counselors of the country on 23 September, 2020.
Ms. Shilpa Singh, Head Student Engagement, Mindler conducted a very informative and interactive
session where children were introduced to the wide spectrum of career choices and opportunities
available in the modern world. The significance of reading and keeping oneself well informed was also
stressed upon. Career options in regard to every stream were covered as well. Like every year, these
sessions will be followed by psychometric tests by the Mindler to analyze the students interests and
capabilities to help them choose the most suitable subject streams and careers for themselves.
The session concluded with a healthy question and answer discussions put a crossed by students to the
counselors.

ENGINEER’S DAY CELEBRATION
As a part of Engineer’s Day Celebrations, the students of Primary Wing were shown a video on the life,
work, contributions and achievements of Dr. M. Visvesvaraya. Students of Classes I- III also enjoyed a
melodious rhyme on engineers which was followed by a group discussion on how engineers make our lives
easier. The students of Classes IV-V were shown a video on different types of engineering followed by a
discussion on why children aspire to be engineers and the various branches of engineering. The students of
Class V had an interactive session taken by Guest Lecture Mr. Rahul Goel father of Tejas Goel Class V
Daisy.
The students of Class II made houses, buildings, robots etc. using building blocks. They also discussed the
importance of hands-on activities to foster mental development by trying out new ideas and innovative
ways of thinking. It was a very enriching and interesting experience for the students.

WORLD FOOD DAY

Let’s “GROW, NOURISH, SUSTAIN. TOGETHER”
The 75th Annual World Food Day was celebrated in the school with students making it a memorable day
of learning, creating, caring and sharing. Students of primary wing were made aware of this year’s theme
for the World Food Day – ‘Global Call for Zero Hunger’, for a world where nutritious food is available and
affordable for everyone, everywhere. Students of Class I -II explored ‘What the World Eats!”. Students
watched photos of what families eat in other nations and discussed the similarities and differences in the
eating trends of different countries. They also saw a video on advocating avoiding wastage of food. It was
followed by a group discussion on journey of food from farms to our home, importance of having right
choice and amount of food. Class III explored ways of reducing food waste, to help and protect the
environment, Class IV students participated in World Food Day Poster Competition enthusiastically.
Students made colourful and attractive posters on their favourite food hero at work. They discussed and
explained why a particular hero is their favourite. Students related the idea of food hero to the people who
came forward with the idea of serving food to the needy in the beginning of this Covid-19 pandemic and
Class V students took the opportunity to explore some ways in which food is produced and preserved, such
as baking bread, pickling vegetables or making butter. Students pledged to be good by not wasting food.
It was a very insightful and enriching session for the students. It reinforced the feeling of citizenship and
ownership in the students.
Results Intra Class Word Food Day Poster Making Competition – Class IV
Positions
First
Second
Third
Name of Students
Arnavi Chaudhay Abhishek Teotia
Harnoor Singh
Veer Pratap Singh

VIRTUAL TOUR ON WORLD FOOD DAY
Online technologies have reduced the barriers of time, cost and location for the learners to gather
knowledge and gain experiences. On the World Food Day, Class V students got the wonderful
opportunity to learn where and how bread, butter and cheese are made. They enjoyed a virtual tour of
Amul Food Factory and got an insight of every little detail of the product from first to the final stage. They
also discussed and collected information on various Amul products. The importance of Zero Hunger was
also taken up and the learners gave their perspective with various examples which further helped them to
understand the aspect of this sustainable development goal.

WORLD WHITE CANE DAY
The school always aims to inculcates values in students through the celebration of national and
international important days. Every year 15 October is recognized as World White Cane Safety Day.
Keeping this in mind, students of Class V participated in an activity and open-ended discussion on World
White Cane Day. They were shown videos to recognize and understand how white canes enable visually
challenged people to travel safely and independently. The students also shared their opinions on how they
can help visually impaired people in the society. It was a wonderful experience to know the views of
students.

GLOBAL HANDWASHING DAY
Keeping our hands clean is one of the most important habits we can adopt to prevent contracting Covid19 and spreading the coronavirus that causes the disease to others. Keeping this in mind, the school
observed Global Handwashing Day on 15 October 2020.
The students of the Primary Wing were shown a video on the importance of hand washing and learnt the
correct way of washing hands. The students also shared their understanding of washing hands during this
pandemic and how washing hands is do-it-yourself like vaccine which can help one to stay healthy.

MENTAL AND PHYSICAL WELL BEING SESSION
The school hosted yet another virtual guest speaker programme for students of Classes VI-IX in an
endeavor to provide the best learning experiences for the students. Renowned educationist, life coach and
a certified healing consultant, Dr. Neena Gulabani, addressed the parents and children on the importance
of mental and physical wellbeing. Dr. Gulabani, with her versatile and multi-dimensional personality
encouraged and guided the students a new perspective and a positive outlook in these challenging times.

MENTAL HEALTH WEEK ‘MANODARPAN’
The current COVID-19 pandemic has been a time of significant adjustment for everyone worldwide
and has increased stress levels. It has not only affected the mental well-being of adults but also of
children who are confined to their houses. Positivity, wellness, and mental health are of paramount
importance at this time.
Keeping the current scenario in mind the school celebrated Mental Health Week ‘MANODARPAN’, an
initiative by Ministry of Education.

As part of the event, the students of Primary Wing were shown a story ‘Yes I Can Handle It’, which
highlighted ways to avoid anxiety and to handle different situations without feeling sad, depressed and
annoyed.
The session started with discussion on how COVID 19 has affected lives and how students feel about being
confined to their houses. Students thoroughly enjoyed the story and shared their experiences of the
lockdown. After watching the story, they came up with solutions to their problems and even suggested
that they would video call each other to talk and share their feelings. Students also made colourful and
attractive posters to create awareness on mental well-being.
It was a very insightful and enriching session for the students.

CLUB ACTIVITIES
Youth is a time of change, growth and development.
We at DPSGI create learning spaces that inspire resilience, foster mindfulness, and promote a can-do
attitude. Online club activities provide a welcome break to the students from the monotonous learning
routine and an opportunity to express themselves through various innovative activities that bring out their
creativity in art, craft, performing arts, public speaking etc. In the sessions of ‘The Creative Pods Club’
students enhanced their creativity as they learnt to make flower vases using cardboard. In the ‘Limelight
Club’ they expressed their inner feeling through dance and music. Voice modulation and characterization
activities were taken up as a part of the ‘Huzzah Club’ activities. The ‘Word Weavers Club’ gave a boost to
the confidence and communication skills of students through quiz and group discussion activities. ‘The
Literati Club’ activities gave flight to the student’s imagination, intellect with fun while encouraging
children to weave stories. The students were encouraged to explore various aspects of Indian heritage
through the ‘Heritage Club’. The students explored dimensions of technology and made cards on World
Food Day in the ‘Dot-Slash Club’ and different Mathematical tricks were discussed in the ‘Math-o-Magic
Club’. ‘The Dexterous Hands Club’ guided the students to create a kitchen garden. ‘The Green Bough Club’
spread awareness regarding using waste material and converting it into innovative items. The students
learnt to make a periscope and Light box in the ‘Stem Club’. As a part of ‘The Bright Spark Club’ activities,
students researched information about various stamps and their history.

PRESENTATION ON MEANS OF COMMUNICATION
Students of Class II enthusiastically collaborated with their group members and presented their findings
about different means of communication. The students were divided into three groups and each group
made a presentation on the allotted means to showcase the usage and importance of the means of
communication in their lives. They also discussed advantages and disadvantages of different means of
communication.

MULTIPLICATION STRATEGIES
An online multiplication activity was conducted for the students of Class II Daisy during their Math
session. The facilitator taught the strategies of equal groups, repeated addition, arrays, skip counting with
a number line. The students then created their multiplication facts flashcards. Then to demonstrate their
understanding, students presented their understanding of the multiplication strategies using an online
tool- Nearpod. The students also used the online drawing tool and submitted their work.

POSTER MAKING ON MY CLEAN AND GREEN EARTH
A poster making activity on the topic ‘My Clean and Green Earth’ was conducted in Class IV. The students
were shown a song on ‘Go Green’ with the message of keeping our mother Earth clean and green. It was
followed by a group discussion on different ways of keeping Earth clean and pollution free. Students made
colourful and attractive posters with slogans to convey the same message. It was a very insightful and
enriching session for the students.

PRONOUNS ACTIVITY
Learning is always exciting in DPSGI. A fun activity on pronouns was taken up for students of Class V. The
students worked in pairs to choose from the given options in the online worksheet. They asked each other
questions related to the words to understand the usage of pronouns. The enriching activity reinforced the
students’ learning in an enjoyable manner.

GOOD MANNERS SESSION
Teaching children good manners has significant implications and the school nurtures these manners and
etiquettes in its young learners for a wholesome and happy living.
STARZ tiny tots were exposed to the importance of good manners through videos on good habits and
etiquettes. Teachers also highlighted use of words like ‘please’, ‘thank you’ and ‘sorry’ through puppets and
stressed the importance of being good mannered.

SCIENCE EXPERIMENT ACTIVITY
Performing Science experiments nurtures intellectual curiosity, helping children to acquire new ways of
asking questions and understanding the world. It also encourages them to discuss what they see, feel, taste,
hear and discover.
The students of Class II enthusiastically participated in Science experiment activity. They were shown
videos on experiments related to reversible and irreversible changes and states of matter and got an
opportunity to develop their observational skills and identify changes and differences. The students also
carried out experiments and discussed the reasons and results of changes on various objects.

DURGA ASTHAMI STORY SESSION
A story telling session for Durga Asthami was organised for Starz students to help them understand the
importance of Durga Ashtami. The students were very engrossed in the story as the facilitator highlighted
the importance of Shakti Puja.

ACTIVITY ON SENSE ORGANS
To help learners understand the importance of sense organs, a blind fold activity was conducted in Class I
Daisy. Learners asked their parents to prepare a special box with any five items in it. The facilitator asked
learners to blind fold themselves and pick an item and identify it through touch. After completing the
activity, the learners were sensitized towards the visually impaired individuals and they took a vow to help
the individuals who may face problem while travelling or completing a task.

STORY NARRATION USING PUPPETS
Using a puppet to tell a story is a wonderful technique that can lead children to discover the joy of
literature and learning. Puppets can be used ‘anyway, anywhere, and anytime’ to bring stories to life and
to spark young imaginations. With the ongoing Theme – ‘How We Express Ourselves’ and from the LOIWays of Telling Story, students of Class III-D showcased their creativity and communication skill by
narrating a short story using socks and string puppetry. It was pleasing to see students confidently using
their props for their presentation.

VISHESHAN ACTIVITY
‘Language is to the mind, more than light is to the eye.’
The students of Class IV Daisy were actively engaged in a Hindi activity on Visheshan (Adjectives). The
students were asked to bring their favorite things to class and describe it. The adjectives used by students
were reinforced in the class. This activity helped to build up the students’ knowledge and develop their
communication and presentation skills.

DAYS OF THE WEEK SPINNER
An online activity was conducted for Class I Daisy during the Math session which aimed to explain the
concept of days of the week, yesterday, today, and tomorrow. Students created days of the week spinner
with the help of circular and rectangular cutouts. ‘Today is’, ‘tomorrow will be’ and ‘yesterday was’ cut-outs
were pasted on the spinner and students spun the wheel to add fun to their learning. At the end of the
activity, students were able to identify, order and write days of the week.

BLUE COLOUR DAY
STARZ celebrated the ‘Blue Colour Day’ to enhance the understanding of the colour. The significance of
blue colour was reiterated through a series of activities throughout the week. The little ones made blue
colour paper plate crowns, and attended sessions dressed in blue-coloured clothes. It was a pleasant and a
cool blue day for the tiny tots.

STORY TELLING ON PUNCTUATION MARKS
An online storytelling activity was organized for students of Class IV to help them identify and
differentiate between common punctuation marks and to demonstrate an understanding
of punctuation through correct usage.

LIFE SKILLS SESSION
Life skills are valuable lessons kids will use throughout their lifetime. Life skills go hand in hand with
development and can help a child succeed later in life. To enhance the skills of learners, various activities
were organized at STARZ like packing your bag and saying excuse me. Children participated in these
activities with great zeal and zest.

PPT PRESENTATION
With the ongoing Theme- How We Express Ourselves, students of Class III-D were introduced to the
features of a story. Students were asked to read a story book and to write a book review as per their
understanding. It was great to see the creativity of the students in the form of PowerPoint presentations.

PPT PRESENTATION ON FRACTIONS
A Math Project was taken in Class V in which the students presented and explained Mathematical
concepts through power point presentation. They used various examples to explain the concept of fractions
and various links of videos and quiz were added to enhance the work done. It was very delightful to see the
participation and presentation of the concepts.

ASSEMBLY – A PLATFORM TO COLLABORATE AND COMMUNICATE
We at DPSGI, believe that morning assembly forms an integral part of the school curriculum. We take
pride in creating an ambience for learning through the morning assembly and use it as a powerful tool to
instill discipline and set a joyful tone for the day. Assemblies were conducted on:
GANDHI JAYANTI

“Happiness is when what you think, what you say and what you do are in harmony.”
-Mahatma Gandhi
On 1 October 2020, a virtual assembly was conducted by Class IV Daisy on the theme ‘Harmony’ and
‘Gandhi Jayanti’. The students presented the thought, vocabulary word and poem on ‘Harmony’ followed
by a role play on Gandhiji by Anikait Kapoor. Vanshika Garg narrated the story of three monkeys,
focusing on the teaching of ‘See no Evil, Hear no Evil, Speak no Evil’. The role of Mahatma Gandhi in the
freedom struggle was highlighted by Veer Pratap Singh through an informative presentation. The
occasion was graced by a member of the parent community, Ms. Rachna Tiwari who is working as a team
leader in the education field and likes to interact with students. She enlightened the students with her
thoughts on the necessity of global peace.
The Principal, Ms. Meera Mathur addressed the assembly and she urged the students to live in harmony.
She also narrated a story on harmony and brotherhood.
The event concluded with the vote of thanks proposed by the Headmistress Ms. Malavika Yadav.

DUSSHERA
On 19 October 2020, the students of Class VIII A organized a special assembly on the occasion of
Dussehra. The assembly started with a prayer offered to the almighty by the Principal Ms. Meera Mathur.
This was followed by the pledge and news by Dhruv Gupta and the vocabulary word was presented by
Atharv Garg. With a new day comes a new thought shared by Arnav Sharma who presented a couplet

from the Ramayan. Shreya Yadav shared10 different facts about the demon-king Ravana presenting him
in a different light. Advik Singh highlighted the importance of celebrating Dusshera and shared the
reasons for celebrating Dusshera in the different regions of the country. Laghu Ramayan Paath with
beautiful visuals was presented by Aveer Saxena followed by a quiz Sarthak Raj. The Principal
appreciated the effort of the students and emphasized that this day is considered not only the victory of
Ram but also the victory of mankind. Archit Bhardwaj and Ayana Gupta thanked their mentors and
teachers for their guidance and support.
Class III students also conducted an online assembly on the occasion of Abdul Kalam Jayanti, Dusshera
and Durga Puja. The assembly started with a prayer by respected Principal Ms. Meera Mathur. The
meaning of dedication was shared with its meaning and sentence in English as well in Hindi. This was
followed by thought for the day. The students were also updated with latest happenings around the world.
Special occasions like Abdul Kalam Jayanti, Dusshera & Durga Puja were highlighted in the form of
explanation, Story Narration, Dance Drama and a beautiful poem. Parent Guest speaker Mr. Lokesh
Pathak shared inspiring quotes from Abdul Kalam’s life and urged the students to follow the example of
the great leader. The results of National Sports Day Competition were also announced. The assembly
concluded with Principal ma’am’s congratulating the students for their achievement.

NATIONAL UNITY DAY and MILAD-UL-NABI
‘The joy in giving is the art of living. We make a living by what we get. We make a life by what we give.’
Milad Ul Nabi or Eid-e-Milad is one such occasion that makes us reflect upon what we are doing for others.
The joy one receives on being generous is far better that what one experiences in everyday life.
The students of Class VIII B once again reminded us of the necessity of being generous through an
insightful assembly on Eid and the joy of giving. The students made a tremendously amazing effort of
making everyone reflect upon their contributions to the world.
Some interesting facts and the philosophy behind the celebration of the festival were shared followed by
an interactive quiz. The students were shown an Oscar winning video - “The Joy Story” to encourage them
to think about the exhilaration they could feel after helping someone in need. The assembly ended with
the ever-motivating words of our beloved principal Ms. Meera Mathur.
“So powerful is the light of unity that it can illuminate the whole world.”

Class II Daisy conducted an online assembly on ‘Eid-e Milad’ and ‘Rashtriya Ekta Diwas’. The students
presented the thought for the day, vocabulary word and poem on Unity followed by an informative
presentation. Shreya Chaturvedi presented a role play on Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel followed by a quiz.
Raagavi Chauhan narrated the famous story titled “Unity is Strength’. Aarush Kumar also shared the
significance of Eid-e Milad.
The winners of various Inter and Intra School competitions were acknowledged for their achievements in
the assembly.
The occasion was graced by Mr. Neeraj Kumar Srivastava, guest parent who is in a managerial position in
a private company and is actively involved in school activities. He enlightened the students with his
thoughts on Unity and emphasized that we should all try to live in harmony and follow the examples set
by our great freedom fighters especially Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel.
The Principal, Ms. Meera Mathur addressed the assembly and urged the students to live in unity, to be
charitable in their thoughts. She also shared the contribution of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel who played a
leading role in the country's struggle for independence and guided its integration into a united,
independent nation. She administered the pledge of Unity on Rashtriya Ekta Diwas. The event concluded
with the vote of thanks proposed by the Headmistress Ms. Malavika Yadav.

ACHIEVER’S ASSEMBLY
D.P.S.G. International believes ‘A person who feels appreciated will always do more than what is expected.’
To appreciate the students for their achievements the school organized a Virtual Achiever’s Felicitation
Programme. The event began with felicitating the different Subject Week Winners.
This was followed by felicitation of various Inter School Competition winners.
Tazkiya Qadri and Mohit Tiwary who won the 1st position in Tech Aware were felicitated for their
achievement followed by Malavika Vashisht who bagged the 3rd position in Elocution and a Merit
Certificate in Verse Declamation. Raghav Juneja who secured third position in IDE-ATHON was also
felicitated followed by Shreya Yadav who won an Excellence certificate in Origami. Shobhan Sharma and
Mohit tiwary were felicitated for receiving Merit Certificates in I-Act-Mime and Know Your Heritage
respectively. The event was concluded with the motivating words of our Principal, Ms. Meera Mathur.

RESILIENCE
A thought-provoking assembly on the theme Resilience was conducted by Class IX A. The session started
with the positive quote followed by the morning prayer conducted by the Principal Ms. Meera Mathur.
The News reporters updated the attendees with the National, International and Sports news after the
vocabulary word and the thought for the day were shared. The significance of Karva Chauth was also
shared by the students. The Nukkad Natak which won a prize at the Inter school Competition organized at
DPSG Vasundhara is also presented before the students.

SELF MANAGEMENT
Class VII B students conducted an assembly on the theme of Self-Management. The purpose of the
assembly was to throw light on self-management skills necessary for leading a fruitful life. The assembly
began with the English Prayer led by the Principal, Ms. Meera Mathur. The students were enlightened by
the thought for the day and vocabulary word. Facts related to self-management skills along with the ways
to integrate self-management skills into daily lives were shared with students. A poem enactment and
ways of overcoming Stress were also shared. Addressing the students, the Principal Ms. Meera Mathur
stressed on the need to be more responsible towards ourselves and our goals. Students were also felicitated
for achieving awards in Inter and Intra School competitions.

HONESTY
The students of Class VII A conducted an assembly on the theme Honesty. The assembly began with the
Principal Ms. Meera Mathur leading the morning prayer.
The students shared the vocabulary word and the thought for the day. The beautiful thought set the mood
for a wonderful day. The students then shared the importance of honesty and ways to practice it in one’s
life.
The students also shared motivational incidents of honesty from real life. The assembly ended with an
inspirational poem urging the students to follow the virtue in their own lives.

